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Abstract. Simulation of Gravity Die Casting (GDC) requires coupling different

models for fluid dynamics, heat transfer and solidification, together with

material physics properties. Very long calculation times are required since

several heating and production cycles have to be run. The simplification of the

simulation models is critical to have results in times suitable for the design

process. The present work discusses the solidification and heat transfer physics

with simplification hypotheses. A simulation approach skipping the pouring

model for the heating cycles is introduced. A realistic case study on an engine

head GDC is presented to evaluate four possible simulation sequences. The

results show that including the heating cycles in the simulation is advisable. The

simplified sequences reproduce the temperature field of the die with sufficient

accuracy. The proposed simulation approach results in considerable time saving

with respect to the actual simulations and even in accuracy improvements.
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1 Introduction

Gravity Die Casting (GDC) is an ancient but extremely complex technology, the output

quality resulting from the interaction of very many mechanics, physics and chemistry

factors [1]. The present research investigates dies for casting of aluminum engine parts,

namely engine heads, cylinder blocks and crankcases. Each die is a one-off design but

conceived to deliver more than 100,000 quality castings as operating life specification.

Moreover, it is very expensive and must be designed, manufactured and delivered to

foundries in few months.

A design engineer must conceive the die as a thermal machine. The casting shape

determines the die layout and slides, while the pattern size must be scaled to account

for thermal expansion of die steel, contraction of solidifying alloy and negligible

variation of cores. Moreover, differential heat removal should provide a directional and

fast solidification in order to avoid porosities and deliver good material properties

regarding Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing (SDAS) [2].

Nowadays, simulation is a fundamental design tool to handle so many factors

[3–5]. However, the models for casting simulations are computationally heavy, since
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they involve coupled fluid dynamics, heat transfer and metallurgy phenomena equa-

tions [6–9]. Moreover, several heating and production cycles must be simulated to

reproduce the actual warmed up equipment. In the current design practice, such sim-

ulations can require 2 or 3 days run on a workstation with 8 parallel cores and 64 GB

RAM. Those long run times make the simulations unsuitable for virtual concepts in the

early design stages [10], thus they are used for the final adjustments with a limited

number of trials.

The present research focuses on possible simplifications of a GDC process model in

order to reduce the simulation run time, improving its role in the decision-making

process [11]. Anglada et al. discussed possible simplifications of High Pressure Die

Casting (HPDC) simulation [12]. The solidification model usually runs much faster

than the pouring one. Considering HPDC, a sequence of heating cycles skipping the

pouring model, thus running only the solidification one, is capable to reproduce the

temperature field on the actual die. The pouring model is clearly critical in HPDC for

cavity filling and air entrapment. On the other hand, GDC involves quite different cycle

times. As a rule of thumb, the velocities at the casting gates can be about 0.3–0.5 m/s

for GDC and 25–70 m/s for HPDC. HPDC is characterized also by higher heat removal

rates, since thinner coating is used and high pressure up to 1200 bar is applied [13].

The pouring model in GDC determines the non-uniform temperature field of the

solidifying alloy. The solidification dynamics is critical for GDC, but it is very con-

ditioned by such initial temperature field [14]. On the other hand, the two models must

run coupled, since solidification often starts when the pouring phase must still finish.

The different involved phenomena require a specific investigation on GDC to deter-

mine if the heating cycles can be limited to solidification models or not.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the casting model and dis-

cusses some solidification physics, especially looking at the heat removal during alloy

solidification, Sect. 3 introduces some hypotheses and four possible simulation

approaches, compared with a realistic case study, Sect. 4 finally discusses the simu-

lation results, whereas Sect. 5 draws the concluding remarks.

2 Gravity Die Casting Model

A GDC cycle can be modeled including the phases of die preparation, melt alloy

pouring, solidification and cooling after eject, as shown in Fig. 1. This section dis-

cusses solidification and heat transfer phenomena to explain the hypotheses of the

following methodology.

Metal alloys solidify over the range between Liquidus TLIQ and Solidus TSOL
temperatures. So, a solidification model must consider a pseudo specific heat of the

liquid, solid or two phases solution as function of temperature T as

c* ¼
cSOL;

fSOLcSOL þð1� fSOLÞ � cLIQ � LF � @fSOL=@T ;

cLIQ;

8

<
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where cSOL and cLIQ are the specific heats of the solid and liquid phases respectively,

fSOL is the solid fraction and LF is the latent heat of fusion [15, 16]. A qualitative pseudo

specific heat relationship on temperature is shown in Fig. 2.

The heat supplied by a casting element to the adjacent die one is

q ¼

Z

TF

TI

c*dT ð2Þ

where the initial TI and final TF temperatures vary for different casting elements.

The heat transfer between casting and die is difficult to determine, depending on

contact pressure, surface finishing, coating thickness and deformation of casting. Those

factors can be modeled together as Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) between contact

Fig. 1. Phases sequence in a GDC cycle

Fig. 2. Qualitative pseudo specific heat for an Al alloy
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surfaces. The HTCs are identified with experimental and inverse optimization proce-

dures [17, 18]. Many factors depend on set up conditions and can be considered

constant. However, the casting shrinkage for progressive solidification and cooling may

occur in an air gap, determining a drop of the HTC from TLIQ to TSOL [18, 19].

A qualitative temperature dependent HTC is shown in Fig. 3.

3 Methodology

3.1 Considerations on Simplification

In a DGC model the alloy is poured at uniform temperature TP and cools down while

flowing into the cavities. The alloy fills each element at a TI higher, or at most little

lower, than TLIQ. Then it continues heating the die till the end of this pouring phase. In

the already filled elements the temperature continues decreasing, generally still above

TLIQ but even much below TLIQ in some cases. The solidification phase starts from a

temperature TS < TI as delivered by the pouring simulation and ends at TF when the die

is opened. From (2), qP is the heat provided in the pouring phase, when cooling from TI
to TS, while qS is provided in the solidification phase, when cooling from TS to TF.

In the current practice, a sequence of 4–14 heating cycles is sufficient for repro-

ducing the non-uniform temperature field of the warmed-up die. The last production

cycle delivers the results the designer is interested in. The die temperature is adjusted at

each ith cycle and the temperatures TI,i, TS,i and TF,i vary as a consequence. However,

the pouring phase is skipped for most heating cycles to save a lot of time. It is

calculated just for few ones in order to improve the simulation accuracy. If a pouring

phase is not calculated in the ith cycle, the sequent solidification phase starts from TS,i–1
as calculated in the previous (i–1)th cycle. Thus, the temperature decrease from TP to

TS,i–1 is not considered and qP,i–1 is lost for the simplified cycles. Referring to (2) and to

Fig. 2, qP,i–1 is a negligible amount if TS,i–1 > TLIQ. However, for the casting elements

Fig. 3. Qualitative temperature dependent HTC
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with TS,i–1 < TLIQ, part of the contribution of −LF�∂fS/∂T of (1) is not considered,

which is much more important than (1–fSOL)cLIQ. So, a cycle skipping the pouring

model, thus running only the solidification one, may underestimate the die heating. The

temperature dependent HTC even worsen the error. The same TS < TLIQ, thus in the

sloped curve of Fig. 3, determines a much lower HTC and limits the transfer of

the already reduced available heat.

3.2 Simulation Approaches

The heating cycles must be simplified in order to compute results in times useful for the

industry design process [14]. The solidification phase is calculated in all heating and

production cycles. Four simulation approaches with calculation or not of pouring in the

heating cycles are designed in order to evaluate the hypotheses:

– H1-7/P8: all the 7 heating and the final 8th production cycles are calculated;

– P1: only 1 production cycle is calculated, avoiding heating;

– H1/P8: calculation of the 1st and 8th cycles only;

– H-/P8: calculation of pouring for the 8th cycle only, after 7 heating ones.

The calculation of all phases in all cycles, H1-7/P8, is assumed as reference for the

accuracy with the actual foundry process. It is not feasible in a design process due to

the excessive computation times. P1 is the simplified approach currently used in the

early design phases. The maximum error for the approach P1 is considered the 100%

possible error for the following evaluations. H1/P8 is the approach currently used in the

detailed design phases for the final adjustments and it is assumed as reference for the

simulation time in the evaluations. From 2nd to 7th cycles TS,i is assumed equal to TS,1.

H-/P8 is the suggested approach to keep the results reliability of H1-7/P8 and H1/P8

while trying to reduce the computation time as P1. With this approach, from 1st to 7th

cycles TS,i is assumed constant and equal to TP.

3.3 Case Study

This paper reports a case study on GDC for an engine head with Magma 5.3.1 software

[20]. It was not possible to use an existing CAD model, due to non disclosure

agreement with car manufacturers. So, an engine head has been especially modeled for

evaluating the previous four approaches. However, it is representative of all the features

of actual dies, as cycle timing, geometries, materials, overall masses, top feeders, all

cores, die parts, surface coating and thermocouples, as shown in Fig. 4.

Also, cooling channels are provided from the combustion chambers for delivering

good material SDAS. The die is conceived to be operated on a tilting machine. The

model of the GDC cycle consists of these phases:

1. preparation: 45 s for cleaning, cores pose, die close, die tilting back in the −90°

position;

2. pouring: instantaneous pouring cup filling, then 15 s for tilting from −90° to 0°;

3. solidification: 255 s waiting in 0° position, then die open;

4. casting ejection, external cooling.
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These materials are modeled: AlSi7Mg alloy poured at TP = 740 °C in the pouring

cup, X38CrMoV5 steel for the die at 250 °C initial constant temperature, silica sand for

cores at 40 °C initial constant temperature. The AlSi7Mg alloy is characterized by

TSOL = 542 °C and TLIQ = 613 °C. The die temperatures are monitored with 5 ther-

mocouples into the die: TBD in the bottom die, TOS and TPS in the opposite and pouring

slides, while TLS and TRS in the left and right sides. In order to reduce the computation

time, the mesh is quite rough, with only 118,295 cavity cells. Please consider that the

actual models are much heavier, with 2,000,000 cells or more. Figure 5 shows the

temperature results for the pouring simulation of the 8th cycle at three time-steps. The

temperature field is not constant and the next solidification phase will start from a

temperature TS,8 < TI,8 < TP. Moreover, TS,8 < TLIQ in some elements.

Fig. 4. CAD assemblies of a engine head casting, feeder, cooling channels and b pouring cup,

die parts, cores, thermocouples TBD, TOS, TPS, TLS, TRS

Fig. 5. Temperature results during the pouring phase at 4.6 s, 8.2 s and 15.0 s
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4 Results and Discussion

The computation times needed for the different simulation approaches are reported in

Table 1. These times have been obtained on a workstation with 8 parallel cores and

64 GB RAM. The complete simulation H1-7/P8 would increase the computation time

by +207%. P1 would reduce it by −53%. The suggested approach H-/P8 would save

−35% time.

The evolution of the temperatures for all the 8 cycles is reported in Fig. 6 forH1-7/P8.

It can be observed that not including the heating cycles would very reduce the results

effectiveness. Clearly, this drawback can be reduced by setting a different initial tem-

perature to each die part, recurring to previous simulations. However, this temperature

would be constant from die surface to its internal material. A non-constant temperature

field, higher on surface and lower in depth, would be fundamental to reproduce the heat

transfer through the HTCs and the heat capacity of the massive steel.

The evolution of the temperature for the last production cycle is reported in Fig. 7

for all four approaches and five thermocouples. The solid curves describe the reference

H1-7/P8 approach. As expected, P1 delivers results too conditioned by the initial

temperature. H1/P8 underestimates die heating in all five thermocouples. H-/P8

Table 1. Computation times for different simulation approaches

H1-7/P8 P1 H1/P8 H-/P8

3 h 4 m/307% 0 h 28 m/47% 1 h 0 m/100% 39 m/65%

Fig. 6. Evolution of temperatures for the eight cycles in the H1-7/P8 approach, as sampled by

the simulated thermocouples TBD, TOS, TPS, TLS, TRS
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RS 

Fig. 7. Evolution of temperatures in the last production cycle for the simulation approaches H1-

7/P8, P1, H1/P8, P8, as sampled by the thermocouples a TBD, b TOS, c TPS, d TLS, e TRS
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approach slightly overestimates die heating, except for TPS, where not considering the

alloy flow from the pouring cup slightly underestimates the temperature.

The temperature errors, measured at the end of the last preparation phase, just

before pouring, are reported in Table 2. The final average considers the absolute value

of the errors. The approach P1 results in a 72.0% error while H1/P8 improves the

accuracy by 4.9%. H-/P8 results in a 3.3% error.

5 Conclusions

In the present paper, a discussion about the physics of aluminum alloy solidification

and heat transfer to the die is presented. Four approaches for GDC simulation are

defined with different simplification hypotheses. A complex model representative of

real cases enables to evaluate the approaches. The complete and simplified simulations

confirm the results reported in literature for HPDC [12].

The H1-7/P8 approach with no simplifications is assumed as reference for the

evaluations. It can be estimated that it would require a computation time of about 6–8

days for the actual models in the industry design process, confirming its unfeasibility.

The most simplified P1 approach is the reference for the maximum error and its

simulation confirms that it leads to results too biased by the initial conditions. So, it is

advisable to include the heating cycles in the simulation to reproduce the heat removal

capability of the die. The simplified H1/P8 and H-/P8 approaches are both capable of

reproducing the temperature field on the warmed-up die. However, the newly proposed

H-/P8 presents a great reduction of computation time as −35% than H1/P8. For the

proposed case study, H-/P8 shows even a slight accuracy improvement than H1/P8.

The calculation of the solidification models only is sufficient for the heating cycles,

with the goal of an effective die heating. However, the cycle times for GDC are so

different than HPDC that the solidification dynamics is much more influenced by the

temperature field resulting from the pouring phase. The pouring simulation becomes

critical in GDC for the goal of casting defect calculation.

The reported improvements have been observed in other real case studies for the

simulation approaches P1, H1/P8 and H-/P8 with no opposite results. These dies were

designed for engine heads, cylinder blocks, crankcases, pipes and chassis parts. The

present research opens new possibilities for using the simulations as design tool in

Table 2. Temperature errors at the end of the last preparation phase

H1-7/P8 P1 H1/P8 H-/P8

TBD 0°/0% −35.8°/−36.8% −2.9°/−3.0% 4.4°/4.5%

TOS 0°/0% −90.9°/−93.5% −3.9°/−4.0% 4.9°/5.0%

TPS 0°/0% −97.2°/−100% −7.8°/−8.0% −0.3°/−0.3%

TLS 0°/0% −62.0°/−63.7% −4.8°/−4.9% 2.9°/3.0%

TRS 0°/0% −64.3°/−66.1% −4.2°/4.3% 3.8°/3.9%

Average 0°/0% 70.0°/72.0% 4.7°/4.9% 3.2°/3.3%
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earlier design phases and for optimization algorithms. Future work will compare other

simplification approaches. Searching for simulation reliability and design robustness,

the results sensitivity to GDC model parameters will be investigated.
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